
SOLAR STEALS PICK-UP GUIDE
Congratulations on your solar panel
purchase. It's time to get them home—but 
they won't get there in your Toyota
Prius. Solar panels are big and
bulky, so let's review your options.

VEHICLES The following are only guidelines. Review weight and size restrictions your vehicle, trailer, or 
equipment may have. Please contact your Solar Steals crew member with any questions.

SUV/VAN
Can't be loaded with a forklift. SUV/Vans are 

okay for hand-stacking less than a pallet.

VEHICLES WITH A ROOF RACK

FLATBED

LANDSCAPE/GARDEN TRAILER

ENCLOSED

Minimal quantities. Limited assistance by 
Solar Steals due to safety restrictions.

A forklift can load your pallet if there's no ramp or 
wheel wells in the way. Multiple pallets may be okay 
(depending on trailer size).

These trailers are nearly impossible to load with a forklift due to 
ramps and sidewalls. Solar panels will likely need to be 
hand-stacked.

Got straps? Can't get far if your panels aren't strapped down. Check 
your straps' limitations and breakpoints to ensure they're strong 
enough. Solar Steals can't assist with strapping due to insurance 
liability.

Your safety matters. Please stay within marked, 
designated waiting areas when not escorted by 
a Solar Steals crew member. Extra caution and 
attention's needed while the forklift loads your 
order.

If we can't load your vehicle or trailer with a forklift there's 2 options:
Option 1: bring your buddy, and load by hand.
Option 2: we'll be your buddy, and load by hand. Solar Steals 
provides the first 15 minutes of hand-stacking for free. We'll load 
larger orders for you at $65/hour.

CARS
Likely a "big nope" unless you're 

rocking an El Camino.

PICK-UP TRUCK/STANDARD BED
Consider the length and width of its bed 

(especially between wheel wells). Small trucks 
are okay for hand-stacking less than a pallet. 

Larger trucks may accommodate one full 
pallet.

MOVING VANS/CARGO VANS
Limited loading with a forklift.

FLAT-BED TRUCK
Consider weight limitations - Multiple pallets 

may be okay.

TRAILERS60% 40%

NO RAMP
forklift can load

RAMP
forklift can't load (hand-stack only)

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Appointments are highly recommended as forklift and dock availability aren't 
guaranteed. Give us a heads-up if you're running late or need to reschedule. 
Our shipping dock doesn't take orders after 3 PM.

The loading area of the vehicle/trailer needs to be clean and free of debris

Skip the hassle of pick-up with delivery to your doorstep.
Talk to your Solar Steals crew member about freight
shipping today.

'PROPER WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION'


